During your visit to the Mummies exhibition, you learned that the people of ancient Egypt and ancient Peru created mummies. Now you will write an essay in which you will describe two mummies that you observed in the exhibition.

First, write an introduction to your essay. Then, describe a mummy from ancient Peru. Your description should include both what it looks like on the outside and what its scan shows about the inside. Include a labeled drawing of the mummy with a caption. Next, describe a mummy from ancient Egypt. Your description should include both what it looks like on the outside and what its scan shows about the inside. Include a labeled drawing of the mummy with a caption. Lastly, write a concluding paragraph.

In Peru and Egypt, there were many mummies found. Scientists found them and learned many interesting facts about what might have happened in the past. There are also facts for each and every unique mummy. Some mummies even had some objects that were buried with it.

In one Peruvian mummy, there was a woman and a baby in the wrapping. This mummy was made from 1000 to 1400 BC. On the outside, it looks like a cloth of some sort cloth that around the two bodies and had ropes to secure it. Through the scan, it shows that there was a vessel, going bowl and weaving tools that were included with the mummies during the burial process. The baby in the cloth looks like its crouching.

The woman's head still had some dried brain.

In one of the Egyptian mummies, there was a Predynastic mummy. This mummy is special because it...
was formed naturally. Scientists think that this natural mummy inspired other Egyptians to make mummies. But this mummy formed probably in 4000 B.C. On the outside of this mummy, there was a hole in the skull and had a layer of something covering it. The mummy was sleeping because of its pose. On the inside of the mummy, it shows the layer of something was actually goat skin. From the skeleton view it shows that there were still some organs left. The organs were shifted to a specific side, and that explains which side this person was shifted to when in the coffin. On her head, the hole was created when the person who found this mummy's picae broke through it when digging this mummy up.

These two mummies are very similar yet very different, here is why: One was formed naturally (Predynastic Mummy) and the other were created by humans (The woman and the baby). But, these two mummies both help the humans in the present days learn the people from the past's culture. This is why we need to respect
them and their culture, because they mean too much to us.
Caption: These two bodies are wrapped in some cloth and is tightened by ropes. They are made from 1000 to 1400 AC. On the inside, the woman and the baby are crouching.
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Caption: This mummy is naturally form, that layer you see is goat skin. The hole in the skull is made from a pickaxe from the person who dug this mummy up.